What Makes Schrade A Great Knife?

Our Materials
- Only the highest quality materials are used to ensure a lifetime of dependable use.
- Up to 22 separate precision parts are used in the construction of a Schrade knife.

Schrade Quality Construction
- ALL Schrade knives are handmade in the USA by generations of skilled craftsmen since 1904.
- Up to 120 legitimate hand operations go into a Schrade knife.

Our Guarantee
- The craftsmen at Schrade are proud of the knives they build and back their products with a lifetime warranty against defects in materials or workmanship.
- Uncle Henry® knives even come with a “Guarantee Against Loss For One Full Year”.
How To Choose A Knife For You!

Blade Steel

- 1095 HIGH CARBON CUTLERY STEEL is a traditional cutlery steel famous for its ability to hold an edge and resharpening ease. One of the characteristics of this type of steel is that it will darken or discolor with use. Special care should be taken with a carbon steel knife to prevent rust. The blades should be kept dry and lightly oiled.

- "SCHRADE+®" STAINLESS STEEL is a special composition designed for superior edge holding ability with the added benefit of stain and rust resistance. Knives built with this special steel are designated by a "SCHRADE+" stamp on the blade tang.

Handle Material

- DELRIN® or STAGLON® Handles are used on many Schrade knives. Delrin® and Staglon® handles differ only in appearance. Both offer lifetime durability and extreme resistance to chipping, swelling and breaking.

- ZYTEL® is a rugged space age handle material. Zytel® knives are commonly used by the active outdoorsman who must limit carrying weight yet not compromise performance and durability.

- RESIN IMPREGNATED WOOD offers the natural beauty of fine American hardwood with the added benefit of moisture resistance and rugged durability.
Blade Shapes And Their Functions

- **PEN BLADES** - Light-duty blade ideal for intricate woodworking and other precision tasks.
- **SPEY BLADES** - Used for any task that requires short, heavy duty slicing.
- **CLIP BLADES** - All purpose blades used in virtually any sporting, hardware or other professional trade area.
- **DROP POINTS** - All purpose blades that have more steel on the back and a lower point allowing precise finger tip control.
- **SKINNING BLADES** - Custom designed for near surgical accuracy in any skinning task.
- **SHEEPFOOT BLADES** - Shaped like a sheep's foot, this blade handles woodworking and farming chores, light (non-hammering) chisel finishing, and any work in tight areas where precision point control is required.

Schrade Cutlery Brand Names

**Old Timer®**

"Knives Like Grandads", are designed for the traditionalist with the high quality standards that even Grandad would approve of.

**Uncle Henry®**

The only knives in the world "Guaranteed Against Loss For One Full Year". We believe that you will be so proud to carry this knife that you will be extra careful not to lose it.

**Schrade Lightweights®**

At Schrade, lightweight doesn't mean light duty. Schrade Lightweights deliver superior cutting performance and are designed for maximum efficiency.

**Schrade®**

ALL SCHRADE KNIVES carry a LIFETIME WARRANTY against defects in materials and workmanship. All Schrade knives are 100% hand inspected. Includes Cliphanger®, Outback®, STC™/WaterRat and Extreme Survival™.
The Schrade Bill of Rights
for Excellence in
Design, Workmanship, and Durability

Design & Finish

- All Schrade knives have beveled cover edges and are contoured to fit the hand comfortably.
- The size of the handle matches the size of the blade for overall balanced weight.
- Contoured polished bolsters designed for reduced pocket wear, comfort in the hand, and appearance.
- Polished liner edges eliminate all burrs and sharp edges.
- Scotch Brite finish on all backs and ends to eliminate sharp edges and burrs.
- Hidden bolster pins - Swinden construction assuring superior structural integrity and appearance.
- Schrade knives offer a choice of both lockback and liner locking designs.

Workmanship

- Schrade knives feature spun centerpins for appearance, feel and structure.
- The blade position corresponds with the shape of the knife to assure a proper cutting angle.
- Schrade offers both flat and hollow ground blades.
- Schrade swedges all blades to assure blade cutting performance and appearance.
- Schrade knives are all hand cutlered resulting in superior blade placement and walk and talk, assuring a properly working knife.
- 100% hand inspection of every Schrade knife assures quality in workmanship.

Durability

- Schrade knives flex positively due to the annealing process and blade pin structure and material.
- All Schrade handle covers are pinned for durability.
- Construction and design of Schrade knives allows for full wear with structural integrity over time.
- Schrade blades feature Rockwell hardness to meet the standards of the knife.

Summary

- Schrade knives are designed to be the finest knives in the world when it comes to design, durability, and workmanship.
- Schrade's uncompromising dedication to these basic principles form the foundation for our vision in the future and successful development of exciting new products.
- Schrade quality knives are built...SCHRADE TOUGH!